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Ajai Alai
BY Celia Sorhaindo
I thought we had seriously prepared for this hurricane;
bought the supplies, bagged the important, boarded-up
openings, but as I sit bare foot, sore, soaked, shocked, in
rising pool of water, bony back pushing against bulging
wooden walls, I realise I have been impressively naive
again about the boundaries beyond boxed imagination;
the surreal reality which can actually be birthed—a whole
nation of unforeseen…revelation. This, this, bulging-wall
force, squeezing water through thread-vein cracks in wood,
breaking out, breaking in, breaking us—is unimaginable.
I shout, hand gesture my husband, let us leave the wall,
save ourselves, run for cover down stairs to concrete
bathroom. But he has invested so much of his life into
all of this; bits of him strewn in and out of our home, it
is more than his life is worth to stop trying to save it now.
There are endless loud cracks, crashes—I see myself
lifted, flung, flying across the room, landing head first
into bookshelves; imagine this hysterical poetic ending.
I do not know what time is doing but decide to stay here
with him and push and push against this wall, until…
Years ago, I had abandoned prayers of Catholic parents
and searched for my own resonating words, and lately
have been trying out mantras for their sound and effect.
So now I push and push, chant and chant, over and over.
Ajai Alai…Aganjae Alaykhae, Ajai Alai…Aganjae Alaykhae;
Invincible Indestructible…Unconquerable Indescribable.
The unimaginable beating down in time time time with me…
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PIANO SLAM 13 IN-SCHOOL DATES:
December 1st – March 15th

THEME:
Miami Memories: What’s Changed
My New Normal – Culture, Covid, Climate
Big News! You can be the #1 Poet in MDCPS
PIANO SLAM invites MDCPS Middle & High School students to write poetry about the
MUSIC in their lives.
Content for poems can be selected within the areas of general Language, STEAM, and Social Studies.
All poetry must be about MUSIC and should reference this year’s theme of Miami Memories: What’s
Changed? My New Normal – Culture, Covid, Climate.
Composer, William Bolcom, is an American composer of chamber, operatic, vocal, choral, cabaret,
ragtime and symphonic music. He is also the winner of several awards including the National Medal of
Arts, Pulitzer Prize, and Grammy.

What has changed in your life?
Winners will receive $100 & $500 and will perform their poetry on stage!

Jen Karetnick | Author. Poet. Artist. Educator. Mentor. Food Journalist.
Winner of the Split Rock Review Poetry Chapbook Contest for her 18th book, The Crossing
Over (May 2019), Jen Karetnick is the author of four full-length poetry collections, including
American Sentencing (Winter Goose Publishing, May 2016), long-listed for both the 2017 Julie
Suk Award and the 2017 Lascaux Prize; The Treasures That Prevail (Whitepoint Press,
September 2016), finalist for the 2017 Poetry Society of Virginia Book Prize; and The Burning
Where Breath Used to Be (forthcoming from WordTech, 2020). She is also the author of four
other poetry chapbooks and the editor of two anthologies of Florida poets and writers.
The winner of the 2017 Hart Crane Memorial Poetry Contest, the 2016 Romeo Lemay Poetry
Prize, and the 2015 Anna Davidson Rosenberg Prize, she was also awarded the 2011 “Piccolo in
Your Pocket” Poetry Prize from the Alaska Flute Studies Center and received two Dorothy
Sargent Rosenberg awards, one in 2008 and one in 2005. Her poems and manuscripts have
placed in many competitions, including the 2019 Patricia Cleary Miller Award for Poetry
from New Letters; 2019 Construction Literary Magazine Poetry Contest; 2019 Passager Journal
Poetry Contest; 2019 Jacar Press Full-Length Manuscript Competition; 2019 Gold Wake Press
Open Reading Period; and others. She has been nominated for two Pushcart Prizes and four
Best of the Net awards.
Jen earned an MFA in poetry from University of California, Irvine and an MFA in fiction from
University of Miami. Her work has appeared in Guernica, Michigan Quarterly Review, The
Missouri Review, Painted Bride Quarterly, Prairie Schooner, Salamander, Spillway, Valparaiso
Poetry Review, Verse Daily, and Waxwing, among others. Named a juried poet in 2014 for
Houston Poetry Fest, she has performed in an episode of Literary Death Match and read at
multiple book fairs, bookstores and literary conferences internationally. Her creative and
educational work has been supported by grants and residencies from Artists in Residence in the
Everglades; the Maryland Transit Administrations’ Purple Line Writers’ Program; Target; The
Betsy-South Beach Writer’s Room; The Solarium International Inn and Hostel in Fort Collins,
Colorado; and others. For 2019-20, she is an Artist-in-Residence for the Deering Estate.
Jen is co-founder/co-curator of the not-for-profit organization, SWWIM (Supporting Women
Writers in Miami), and co-editor of the daily online literary journal, SWWIM Every Day.
She works as the dining critic for MIAMI Magazine and as a freelance food-travel-lifestyle
journalist. Her work has appeared in many publications throughout the years
including TheAtlantic.com, ForbesTraveler.com, Heated, Miami Herald, TheMuse.com, NPR’s
The Salt, Southern Living, TalesoftheCocktail.com, USA Today, Vinepair.com and WestJet
Magazine. She is also the author/co-author of four cookbooks and four guidebooks,
including the award-winning Mango (University Press of Florida, 2014); The 500 Hidden Secrets
of Miami (Luster, 2017); and Ice Cube Tray Recipes: 75 Easy and Creative Kitchen Hacks for
Freezing, Cooking, and Baking with Ice Cube Trays (Skyhorse Publishing, 2019.
As a journalist and critic, she has received multiple first-place awards from such institutions
as Association of Food Journalists, Gourmand Cookbook Awards, North American Travel
Journalists, and Society of Professional Journalists, and has placed in the Green Eyeshade
Award, Greenbrier Scholarship Competition, and Missouri School of Journalism Awards. Please
see more at jkaretnick.com.

blessing the boats (at st. mary’s)
by Lucille Clifton
may the tide
that is entering even now
the lip of our understanding
carry you out
beyond the face of fear
may you kiss
the wind then turn from it
certain that it will
love your back

may you

open your eyes to water
water waving forever
and may you in your innocence
sail through this to that

Baba Israel | Artist. Producer. Educator. Consultant.
Baba Israel was raised in New York by parents who were core members of the Living
Theatre. He developed as a young artist exploring spoken word, Hip Hop, and experimental
performance at venues such as the Nuyorican Poets cafe working with artists such as Akim
the Funk Buddah.
He began his career as an arts educator in Australia and has gone on to be a leading
educator and consultant working with organizations such as Urban Word, BAM, and the
University of Madison. He has also worked as a cultural ambassador with the State
Department delivering workshops and performances across South East Asia, the South
Pacific, and in Gambia and Turkey.
As a musician, he has released a number of albums and collaborations with artists such as
DJ Logic, Ming and FS, Zion I, Invincible, DJ Kiva, P-Money and longtime collaborator Yako
440.
He is co-founder and Artistic Director of Playback NYC Theatre Company who bring theatre
to hospitals, prisons, homeless shelters, as well as theatres and festivals. The company
recently developed projects to support immigrant communities in Long Island in a series of
performances and workshops funded by the Hagedorn Foundation.
As a theatre and Hip-Hop artist He has toured across the US, Europe, South America,
Australia and Asia, performing with artists such as Outkast, Philip Glass, Rahzel, Lester
Bowie, KRS ONE, and Vernon Reid.
His debut solo show Boom Bap Meditations was supported by the Ford Foundation and The
Hip Hop Theatre Festival which toured the US and Europe. He has worked on sound design
for theatre and dance projects with Renita Martin’s It is the Seeing and Rha
Goddess’s Meditations with the Goddess. He was also a featured performer in Full
Circle's Soular Powered at the New Victory Theatre.
He is also a core member of Hip Hop/Soul project Soul Inscribed who were selected as part
of the American Music Abroad program and toured Russia, Indonesia, Taiwan, and
Mauritius in 2016.
He is the Co-Artistic Director of the Performance Project based at the University Settlement
and Curator of Performance for HI-ARTS.
He holds an MFA in Interdisciplinary Arts from Goddard in the United States.

From Leaves of Grass
by Walt Whitman
PROUD MUSIC OF THE STORM.

1
PROUD music of the storm,
Blast that careers so free, whistling across the prairies,
Strong hum of forest tree-tops—wind of the mountains,
Personified dim shapes—you hidden orchestras,
You serenades of phantoms with instruments alert,
Blending with Nature's rhythmus all the tongues of nations;
You chords left as by vast composers—you choruses,
You formless, free, religious dances—you from the Orient,
You undertone of rivers, roar of pouring cataracts,
You sounds from distant guns with galloping cavalry,
Echoes of camps with all the different bugle-calls,
Trooping tumultuous, filling the midnight late, bending me powerless,
Entering my lonesome slumber-chamber, why have you seiz'd me?

TEACHER RESOURCES
www.PianoSlam.org
TEACHER INNOVATION GUIDE
Over 200 pages of music & arts integrated activities for STEAM,
ELA, Social Science & Arts
www.PianoSlam.org
STUDENT RULES, GUIDELINES, APPLICATION FORMS, PRIZES
www.PianoSlam.org
UM ROSENSTIEL MARINE RESEARCH | CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT
www.PianoSlam.org
MUSIC OF WILLIAM BOLCOM
“RECUERDOS”
STUDENT + TEACHER WRITING TUTORIALS BY
TARELL ALVIN MCCRANEY + RICHARD BLANCO
www.PianoSlam.org

FOR MORE INFORMATION
annette@dranoff2piano.org

King Lear
by William Shakespeare
Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! rage! blow!
You cataracts and hurricanoes, spout
Till you have drench'd our steeples, drown'd the cocks!
You sulphurous and thought-executing fires,
Vaunt-couriers to oak-cleaving thunderbolts,
Singe my white head! And thou, all-shaking thunder,
Smite flat the thick rotundity o' the world!
Crack nature's moulds, an germens spill at once,
That make ingrateful man!

GUIDELINES
for PIANO SLAM 13
1. All poetry and creative writing must conform to the rules of Miami Dade County

Public Schools.
2. All poems’ writing must be legible and easy to read.
3. Students should listen to and reference PIANO SLAM’s theme
Miami Memories – What’s Changed. My New Normal – Culture. Covid. Climate.
or MUSIC or musical terms in their poetry.
4. All poems must have a reaction or reference to William Bolcom’s “Recuerdos”
and/or your feelings/experience about What has changes in Miami including
words regarding the components of music. For example: songs, beat, tunes,
rhythm, percussion, sounds, minor, major, acoustic, harmony, rap, rock, soul,
Jazz, hip-hop, playlist, lyric, melody, hymn, vocal, anthem, etc.
5. All poems must have a completed Dranoff application form attached.
6. You may enter a maximum of 2 poems.
7. If you’re a winner, you must attend the coaching workshops and rehearsal to
prepare for the concert on April 30th, 2021 at the Adrienne Arsht Center for the
Performing Arts to receive your prize.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
annette@dranoff2piano.org

The Weary Blues
by Langston Hughes
Droning a drowsy syncopated tune,
Rocking back and forth to a mellow croon,
I heard a Negro play.
Down on Lenox Avenue the other night
By the pale dull pallor of an old gas light
He did a lazy sway. . . .
He did a lazy sway. . . .
To the tune o’ those Weary Blues.
With his ebony hands on each ivory key
He made that poor piano moan with melody.
O Blues!
Swaying to and fro on his rickety stool
He played that sad raggy tune like a musical fool.
Sweet Blues!
Coming from a black man’s soul
O Blues!
In a deep song voice with a melancholy tone
I heard that Negro sing, that old piano moan—
“Ain’t got nobody in all this world,
Ain’t got nobody but ma self.
I’s gwine to quit ma frownin’
And put ma troubles on the shelf.”
Thump, thump, thump, went his foot on the floor.
He played a few chords then he sang some more—
“I got the Weary Blues
And I can’t be satisfied.
Got the Weary Blues
And can’t be satisfied—
I ain’t happy no mo’
And I wish that I had died.”
And far into the night he crooned that tune.
The stars went out and so did the moon.
The singer stopped playing and went to bed
While the Weary Blues echoed through his head.
He slept like a rock or a man that’s dead.

Musical Glossary:
A chord is the simultaneous sounding of two or more notes. The adjective is chordal. The study of
harmony involves the correct placing of chords with relation to each other.
A chorus is a group of singers. The word is also used to indicate a refrain in a song.
A coda (Italian: tail) is the ending of a piece of music. This may be very short, but in a composition on a
large scale may be extended. The diminutive codetta may be used to indicate the closing part of a
section of a composition.
Crescendo (Italian: growing, becoming louder) is frequently used as a dynamic instruction to performers.
Cymbals are pairs of round metal plates, generally made of an alloy of tin and copper, which may be
struck together. A single cymbal may be suspended and struck with a hard or soft stick.
Decrescendo (Italian: growing less) is used as a direction to performers, meaning becoming softer.
A duet is a piece of music written for two performers. On the piano such a piece would involve two
players on one instrument.
Dynamics are the levels of sound, loud or soft, in a piece of music.
An elegy (French: élégie) is a lament, either vocal or instrumental.
The word ensemble is used in three senses. It may refer to the togetherness of a group of performers: if
ensemble is poor, the players are not together. It may indicate part of an opera that involves a group of
singers. It can also mean a group of performers.
A fanfare is a flourish of trumpets or other similar instruments, used for military or ceremonial purposes,
or music that conveys this impression.
A fiddle is a violin, but the word is used either colloquially or to indicate a folk-instrument. The
Australian composer Percy Grainger, who objected to the use of words of Latin origin, used the word
fiddle for violin, middle-fiddle for viola and bass fiddle for cello, as part of his eccentric vocabulary of
'blue-eyed English'.
Forte (Italian: loud) is used in directions to performers. It appears in the superlative form fortissimo, very
loud. The letter f is an abbreviation of forte, ff an abbreviation of fortissimo, with fff or more rarely ffff
even louder.
The word glissando is used to describe sliding in music from one note to another. On the harp or the
piano this is achieved by sliding the finger or fingers over the strings or keys, and can be achieved
similarly on bowed string instruments, and by other means on the trombone, clarinet, French horn and
pedal timpani among others.
Harmony describes the simultaneous sounding of two or more notes and the technique governing the
construction of such chords and their arrangement in a succession of chords. Following the convention
of writing music from left to right on a horizontal set of lines (staff or stave), harmony may be regarded

as vertical, as opposed to counterpoint, which is horizontal. In other words harmony deals with chords,
simultaneous sounds, and counterpoint with melody set against melody.
A hymn is a song of praise, whether to a god, saint or hero. The plainchant hymn has a place in the
Divine Office. In Protestant Christian worship, where the hymn assumed considerable importance, after
the chorales of Martin Luther and his followers, the metrical homophonic form dominated.
The word impromptu was first used as a title for a musical composition in 1822 by the Bohemian
composer Vorisek for six piano pieces, to be imitated by Schubert's publisher in naming a set of four
piano Impromptus, to be followed by four more, perhaps so named by the composer. Chopin used the
title for four compositions in this seemingly improvised form, and there are further impromptus by other
composers from that period onwards, generally, but not always, for a single instrument.
In the theatre an interlude performs the same function as an entr'acte, music between acts or scenes,
designed to bridge a gap. It may also be used to indicate music played or sung between two other works
or two sections of a work.
In music an interval is the distance in pitch between two notes, counted from the lower note upwards,
with the lower note as the first of the interval. The violin, for example, is tuned in intervals of a fifth, G to
D, D to A and A to E, the double bass in fourths, from E to A, A to D and D to G. Harmonic intervals occur
simultaneously, as when a violinist tunes the instrument, listening carefully to the sound of two adjacent
strings played together. Melodic intervals occur between two notes played one after the other.
Intonation is the exactness of pitch or lack of it in playing or singing. Collective intonation is that of a
group of instruments, where slight individual variations in pitch can be lost in a generally more
favourable effect.
The jig, a lively dance in compound time, became the usual final dance of the baroque dance suite.
The lyre, the symbol of a musician in Western cultural tradition, is an ancient instrument, found in
characteristic form in ancient Greece, where it was the instrument of Apollo.
The metronome is a device, formerly based on the principle of the pendulum, but now controlled more
often by electronic means, which measures the equal beats of a piece of music, as a guide to players.
The metronome mark of 60 indicates one beat a second, 120 is twice as fast and 240 twice as fast again.
Maelzel.
The word minstrel has been used loosely to indicate a musical entertainer, providing his own
accompaniment to his singing.
A movement is a section of a more extended work that is more or less complete in itself, although
occasionally movements are linked together, either through the choice of a final inconclusive chord or by
a linking note, as in the first and second movement of Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto.
Notation is the method of writing music down, practices of which have varied during the course of

Ocean of Forms
by Rabindranath Tagore
I dive down into the depth of the ocean of forms,
hoping to gain the perfect pearl of the formless.
No more sailing from harbor to harbor with this my weatherbeaten boat.
The days are long passed when my sport was to be tossed on
waves.
And now I am eager to die into the deathless.
Into the audience hall by the fathomless abyss
where swells up the music of toneless strings
I shall take this harp of my life.
I shall tune it to the notes of forever,
and when it has sobbed out its last utterance,
lay down my silent harp at the feet of the silent.

NOVEMBER
PROGRAM 1: Teacher Workshop
STORY: Changes in Climate and Culture, Writing Poetry about the New Normal, Hurricanes
ARTISTS/PERSONNEL: Baba Israel (Teaching Artist), DJ Cardi, Dr. Quinton Lawton (UM
Rosensteil School of Marine & Atmospheric Sciences.
PROGRAM 2: Teacher Workshop
STORY: Changes due to Covid-19, What is this Virus? COVID research.
ARTISTS/PERSONNEL: Baba Israel (Teaching Artist), DJ Cardi, Dr. Carl Schulman, UM Medical
School, Dr. Rodrick Kind, UM Medical School.
PROGRAM 3: Teacher Workshop
STORY: Changes in Music, Language, Culture. Writing poetry about the “new normal”, the
history of Overtown.
ARTISTS/PERSONNEL: Jen Karetnick (Teaching Artist), DJ Cardi, Dr. Precious Symonette, Dr. Tim
Barber, President, Black Archives.
PROGRAM 4: Teacher Workshop
STORY: Waves of Change, Writing poetry for the new climate normal, Will our Biscayne Bay live
or die?
ARTISTS/PERSONNEL: Jen Karetnick (Teaching Artist), DJ Cardi, Collin Schladweiler, Program
Director, Miami Waterkeeper.

DECEMBER
PROGRAM 1: Classroom Performances – How Music + Poetry go together live
ARTISTS: Piano Duo DUOR – Yoshie & Takashi live from Tokyo perform William Bolcom’s
“Recuerdos” aka “memories” in a Classical program concert with Poet Marnino Toussaint.
PROGRAM 2: Classroom Performances – How DJ music and Spoken Word Poetry go together
live. Language + Rhythm.
ARTISTS: Baba Israel, Teaching Artist, Theater Director, and Rap + Poetry Artist, DJ Cardi,
Discuss the construction of Music and Spoken Word.
PROGRAM 3: Classroom Workshop – Miami MEMORIES Writing – What’s Changed?
The History + Music of Overtown
ARTISTS: Geoffrey Phillip (Poet), Dr. Timothy Barber, Miami Black Archives, and Tarell Alvin
McCraney, Award Winning Writer.

JANUARY
PROGRAM 1: Classroom Workshop – What is COVID-19 Science Writing –
Poetry for the New Normal
ARTISTS: Baba Israel, Teaching Artist, DJ Cardi, Dr. Carl Schulman, UM Medical School, Dr. Arthur
Mariano, RSMAS.
PROGRAM 2: Classroom Workshop – COVID-19 Research – Poetry for the New Normal
ARTISTS: Baba Israel, Teaching Artist, DJ Cardi, Dr. Erin Kobetz, UM Medical School
PROGRAM 3: Classroom Workshop – Public Health COVID-19 Science –
Poetry for the New Normal
ARTISTS: Lela Lombardo, Teaching Poet, DJ Cardi, Dr. Rodrick King, UM Medical School
FEBRUARY
PROGRAM 1: Classroom Workshop – Climate Change + Hurricanes –
Writing for the New Normal
ARTISTS: Jen Karetnick, Teaching Poet, DJ Cardi, Dr. Quinton Lawton, RSMAS
PROGRAM 2: Classroom Workshop – Will our Biscayne Bay live or die?
WATER is Why Miami is a City, Writing poetry about What has changed.
ARTISTS: Collin Schladweiler, Miami Waterkeeper
PROGRAM 3: Classroom Workshop – Historic Hurricanes Impact on Miami,
Writing Poetry about What has Changed.
ARTISTS: Dr. Quinton Lawton, RSMAS.
PIANO SLAM 13 poetry competition begins February 12th – March 17th, 2021
MARCH
PROGRAM 1: Classroom Workshop – Black Lives in Miami
History of Overtown – Lessons Learned, Families in the Miami New Normal,
Music + Poetry on What has changed.
ARTISTS: Dr. Marvin Dunne, FIU and Tarrell Alvin McCraney
PROGRAM 2: How to win PIANO SLAM + Tips for Success
Program, Music, Language, Science
ARTIST: Jen Karetnick, Teaching Poet
PIANO SLAM 13 Poetry Competition Deadline March 17th, 2021
APRIL
PIANO SLAM 13 Poetry Competition student winners announced April 7th, 2021.
PIANO SLAM 13 Poetry Finals Concert April 30th, 2021 – Student winners from all over Miami Dade
County, professional musicians, poets, and dancers from all over the world.

Let America Be America Again
by Langston Hughes
Let America be America again.
Let it be the dream it used to be.
Let it be the pioneer on the plain
Seeking a home where he himself is free.
(America never was America to me.)
Let America be the dream the dreamers dreamed—
Let it be that great strong land of love

Where never kings connive nor tyrants scheme
That any man be crushed by one above.
(It never was America to me.)
O, let my land be a land where Liberty
Is crowned with no false patriotic wreath,
But opportunity is real, and life is free,
Equality is in the air we breathe.
(There's never been equality for me,
Nor freedom in this "homeland of the free.")
Say, who are you that mumbles in the dark?
And who are you that draws your veil across the stars?
I am the poor white, fooled and pushed apart,
I am the Negro bearing slavery's scars.
I am the red man driven from the land,
I am the immigrant clutching the hope I seek—
And finding only the same old stupid plan
Of dog eat dog, of mighty crush the weak.
I am the young man, full of strength and hope,
Tangled in that ancient endless chain
Of profit, power, gain, of grab the land!
Of grab the gold! Of grab the ways of satisfying need!

Of work the men! Of take the pay!
Of owning everything for one's own greed!
I am the farmer, bondsman to the soil.
I am the worker sold to the machine.
I am the Negro, servant to you all.
I am the people, humble, hungry, mean—
Hungry yet today despite the dream.
Beaten yet today—O, Pioneers!
I am the man who never got ahead,
The poorest worker bartered through the years.
Yet I'm the one who dreamt our basic dream
In the Old World while still a serf of kings,
Who dreamt a dream so strong, so brave, so true,
That even yet its mighty daring sings
In every brick and stone, in every furrow turned
That's made America the land it has become.
O, I'm the man who sailed those early seas
In search of what I meant to be my home—
For I'm the one who left dark Ireland's shore,
And Poland's plain, and England's grassy lea,
And torn from Black Africa's strand I came
To build a "homeland of the free."
The free?
Who said the free? Not me?
Surely not me? The millions on relief today?
The millions shot down when we strike?
The millions who have nothing for our pay?
For all the dreams we've dreamed
And all the songs we've sung
And all the hopes we've held
And all the flags we've hung,
The millions who have nothing for our pay—
Except the dream that's almost dead today.
O, let America be America again—
The land that never has been yet—
And yet must be—the land where every man is free.

The land that's mine—the poor man's, Indian's, Negro's, ME—
Who made America,
Whose sweat and blood, whose faith and pain,
Whose hand at the foundry, whose plow in the rain,
Must bring back our mighty dream again.
Sure, call me any ugly name you choose—
The steel of freedom does not stain.
From those who live like leeches on the people's lives,
We must take back our land again,
America!
O, yes,
I say it plain,
America never was America to me,
And yet I swear this oath—
America will be!
Out of the rack and ruin of our gangster death,
The rape and rot of graft, and stealth, and lies,
We, the people, must redeem
The land, the mines, the plants, the rivers.
The mountains and the endless plain—
All, all the stretch of these great green states—
And make America again!

Selected Musical Terms Correlated with Science Concepts
The following musical terms from the PIANO SLAM glossary correlate to science topics and
concepts.
Accelerando – This term has to do with music played at an increasing speed.
Crescendo – This term is used as an instruction for musical performers and indicates that the
music should grow or become louder.
Movement – This music term has to do with a specific section linked together.
Rhythm – This term refers to the arrangement of notes according to their length and emphasis.
Tempo – This term refers to the speed at which a piece of music is played.
Vibrato – This term is a technique of vibration used on various musical instruments.
Possible STEM topics: Storms, Waves, Tides, Currents, Air, Weather
Possible STEM concept:
Momentum | Stimulus
Frequency |Speed | Acceleration
Air | Water | Temperature
Amplitude | Sound
Wave | Tide | Stream | Flood | Surge
Density | Physical Properties | Population
Flow | Migration| Time
Pollution | Patterns in Nature
Motion | Energy | Currents

Term

Musical Terminology

Arc

In music, arc form is a sectional
structure for a piece of music based
on repetition, in reverse order, of
most musical sections such that the
overall form is symmetric, most often
around a central point.

➢ Arc ‐ the length of a curve.

Bass

Describes tones of low frequency or
range. In musical compositions, these
are the lowest parts of the music.

➢ Base ‐ in plane geometry or solid
geometry, the bottom of a figure.
If the top is parallel to the bottom
(as in a trapezoid or prism), both
the top and bottom are called
bases.

Binary

Binary form is a musical form in which
two related, though different musical
sections, are usually repeated.

➢ Binary ‐ a binary number is a
number expressed in the binary
numeral system, or base-2 numeral
system, which represents numeric
values using two different
symbols: typically 0 (zero) and 1
(one).

Chord

A chord, in music, is any harmonic set ➢ Chord - a line segment on the
of three or more notes that is heard as
interior of a circle. A chord has
both endpoints on the circle.
if sounding simultaneously.

Count

In music, counting is a system of
regularly occurring sounds that serve
to assist with the performance of
music by allowing an easy
identification of the beat.

➢ Count ‐ the numbers used for
counting. That is, the numbers 1,
2, 3, 4, etc.

Double

In music, double‐time is a type of
meter and tempo or rhythmic feel,
which is often

➢ Doubling time ‐ for a substance
growing exponentially, the time it
takes for the amount of the
substance to double.

Base

Mathematical Terminology

Term

Musical Terminology

Mathematical Terminology

➢ Scale ‐ any real numbers, or any
quantity that can be measured
using a single real
number. Temperature, length,
and mass are all scales. A
scalar is said to have
magnitude but no direction. A
quantity with both direction
and magnitude, such as force
or velocity, is called a vector.

Scale

In music, a scale is any set of
musical notes ordered by
fundamental frequency or pitch.

Serial

In music, serial music is a form of ➢ Serial ‐ the sum of the terms of
musical composition based on the
a sequence. For example, the
placement of a series of tones, in a
series for the sequence 1, 3, 5,
particular, non‐repeating
7, 9, . . . , 131, 133 is the sum 1
sequence.
+ 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + . . . + 131 +
133.

Set

In music, as in mathematics, a set
is a collection of objects or items.
In musical contexts the term is
traditionally applied most often to
collections of pitches or
pitchclasses.

➢ Set ‐ a group of numbers,
variables, geometric figures, or
just about anything. Sets are
written using set braces {}. For
example, {1,2,3} is the set
containing the elements 1, 2,
and 3.

Subdivision

To break up a larger metrical
pattern into smaller parts so that
it may be more easily understood.

➢ Subdivision ‐ the act of dividing
a whole into pieces.

Symmetry

In music, symmetry is commonly
found in the rising and falling of
scales and in the composition of
rounds and arc rondos.

➢ Symmetry – mathematically,
symmetry means that one
shape becomes exactly like
another when you move it in
some way: turn, flip or slide.
For two objects to be
symmetrical, they must be
the same size and shape,
with
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Siren Song
by Margaret Atwood
This is the one song everyone
would like to learn: the song
that is irresistible:
the song that forces men
to leap overboard in squadrons
even though they see beached skulls
the song nobody knows
because anyone who had heard it
is dead, and the others can’t remember.
Shall I tell you the secret
and if I do, will you get me
out of this bird suit?
I don’t enjoy it here
squatting on this island
looking picturesque and mythical
with these two feathery maniacs,
I don’t enjoy singing
this trio, fatal and valuable.
I will tell the secret to you,
to you, only to you.
Come closer. This song
is a cry for help: Help me!
Only you, only you can,
you are unique
at last. Alas
it is a boring song
but it works every time.

I am in need of music
by Elizabeth Bishop
I am in need of music that would flow
Over my fretful, feeling fingertips,
Over my bitter-tainted, trembling lips,
With melody, deep, clear, and liquid-slow.
Oh, for the healing swaying, old and low,
Of some song sung to rest the tired dead,
A song to fall like water on my head,
And over quivering limbs, dream flushed to glow!
There is a magic made by melody:
A spell of rest, and quiet breath, and cool
Heart, that sinks through fading colors deep
To the subaqueous stillness of the sea,
And floats forever in a moon-green pool,
Held in the arms of rhythm and of sleep.

Piano Slam Hurricanes Curriculum Brainstorming – Miami and Change
Potential main themes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Evolution of hurricane forecasting over the last few decades -- how it’s affected how we prepare and
recover from hurricanes.
Improvements in hurricane research and observation platforms -- from satellites and drones to cell
phones.
Climate changes and hurricanes -- how are hurricanes and their impacts changing and what will they look
like in the future?
Miami’s growth and development as a city in the context of hurricanes and hurricane landfalls.

Outline of Proposed Themes
1.

2.

3.

4.

Changes in forecasting through the years – how improved forecasts have changed the way we prepare,
evacuate, and recover from hurricanes.

a.
Evolution in Hurricane research and observing – from hurricane reconnaissance aircraft to satellites, the
ways we study and observe hurricanes have changed rapidly over the past few decades. Miami has served
as a central hub for many of these transitions.
a. Research at the Rosenstiel School, NOAA Hurricane Research Division (Hurricane Hunters) and
National Hurricane Center all located here in Miami
b. National Weather Service (and National Hurricane Center) has shifted their focus to effectively
communication of hurricane beyond just issuing a forecast
c. Improved equipment on-board hurricane hunter aircraft, new technologies such as flying drones
into hurricanes and scanning these storms with new types of equipment
Earth’s changing climate and hurricanes – investigating why human-caused climate change has the
potential to change how hurricanes behave and worsen their impacts here in Miami.
a. Sea level rise and worsening storm surge impacts, especially here in Miami
b. What scientists know and don’t know about how hurricane behavior might be changing
A city shaped by hurricanes – Miami’s history, development, art, and culture have all been heavily
influenced by hurricanes and the constant threat they pose to our city.
a. A changing coastline – sea level rise and hurricane landfall have resulted in a dramatically
different coastline than was here during Miami’s founding and in pre-modern times.
b. Art, culture, and education – from the UM’s “hurricane” mascot to the local art scene
c. Building codes, architecture, and local insurance policy

Kathleen Kennedy
Foundation, Inc.

PIANO SLAM 13: THE CREATIVE PROCESS
THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD

THE CREATIVE PROCESS

1. The Initial Question (The Spark)

1. The Initial Spark

The scientific method starts with a question ~
about something that is observed: Who, What ~
(or Which), Why, When, Where or How

2. Research (Researching)
Research what others have observed and learned
About the question through the tools they used and
experiments they conducted

3. Construct a Hypothesis (Creating)
A hypothesis is an educated guess about how things work
or what is expected to happen in specific circumstances.
They hypothesis must be stated in a way that can easily be
measured, and should be constructed to help answer the
original question

4. T est Hypothesis via Experimentation (Refining)
The experiment tests whether the hypothesis is true or false
and must be carefully designed to ensure that the results are
directly related to the elements (variables) controlled in the
experiment. Experiments should be repeated several times
to make sure that the first results weren’t just an accident.

5. A
 nalyze Data & Draw Conclusions
(Refining and Reflecting)
Analyze the data of the experiment to see if the
hypothesis is true or false. If the hypothesis is false, a
new hypothesis is constructed, starting the entire process
of the scientific method over again. If the hypothesis
is true, it can also be tested again in a new way to
ensure validity.

6. C
 ommunicate Results & New Questions
Generated by the Research (Presenting
and Reflecting)
Sharing the results with others provides valuable feedback,
adds to the ongoing discussion of the subject being
observed and helps to generate new questions to pursue.

The inspiration, such as a curiosity, an idea, an emotion,
experience or question... The list of sparks is endless

2. Researching
Studying or inquiring about topics and disciplines related
to the spark, e.g. exploration of culture, emotions, and
artistic techniques.

3. Creating
Making something. During this phase sparks and researches
are combined. This is when the artist makes an original
work based on individual analysis and research. Creating
involves making a personal connection to learning.

4. Refining
Critiquing the work, adding finishing touches, practicing.
Critical thinking skills are used to identity and define success
and refine the work overall. The creation is reworked to
better communicate the essential idea. This can include
rehearsals, edits, adding detail, and so on.

5. Presenting
Sharing of the work with others. The more “authentic”
the audience the more valuable the experience.

6. Reflecting
Asking questions such as: What was learned? What was
communicated? Based on feedback and introspection,
each learner hones the expression and understanding of
the idea. This often leads to the next spark.

7. Ignite a New Spark
Begin the steps again

NOTE: The creative process is often layered - one experience
can include multiple sparks, layers of research,and creation.
In addition there are moments during the process when all
components are re-visited.

7. Ignite a New Spark
Begin the steps again
NOTE: Although the scientific method is shown as a series of
steps, it is an iterative process. New information or thinking
might cause a scientist to back up and repeat steps at any
point during the process.

PIANO SLAM 13: THE CREATIVE PROCESS |ARTS FOR LEARNING MIAMI
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I. “The Last Music:” Equating music with memory, change, setting, and place
Boogie
(after Terrance Hayes)
As soon as this all is over, I can’t wait to have dance parties again.
Just like this. My mom said, and my dad pulled her in close. It was
10:32 on a Sunday night and the blue light bulb he screwed in
tight was leaking liquid mercury on our white-tile dining room floor.
Not actually. Let me begin again. Sergio Mendez and Ciara.
Michael Jackson and Roy Ayers. Don Omar and Daddy Yankee.
Sean Paul and a DJ called Spiller. Chanteuses and crooners
crowding that track that never got credit for voices that haunt these
Chicago house-built houses. I unscrew myself and let my elbows fly.
I think, you could track a lifetime in songs stuck on repeat. Hermanita
next to me, all bones and limbs and lithe aliveness, says, this is why
I love this family. Ma and Pa forget the fight they’ll probably have
later, let love bubble up without catching in their throat, let their
bodies catch light from the other’s smile, and I see the couple who
kicked off the floor, so they always say, at every club, every party,
and I see where I get my abandon. At 11:11 I wish for a lifetime of
impromptu dance parties. Let me begin again. At 11:11 I wish for
a world of dance parties. Let me begin again. At 11:11 I wish for a
dance party so good it deconstructs self-interest. For a groove to
catch, a beat to drop, and it all to shake down okay. With this verse,
my mama praises the patients she’ll wake up and take to tomorrow.
With this chorus, my dad pushes back the attacking signs that he
might have colon cancer (?). With this bridge, hermanita says, I
miss this when we go too long without. I spin her like we learned in
dance. My dad says, you could be twins. He says, Luna, you could
lead those cha-cha lessons on cruise ships. My hips, boyish but
heartbreaking, laugh. Tracks later, Pa trickles off y hermanita
también, and Ma and I are belting about twenty-something sadnesses
she hasn’t grappled with in some time but I’m wading my way through
presently. Between taking her hair down and kicking off her shoes
she says, baby, you deserve the world, and I almost miss it.
If I get this world, I will bring it back to her.
By Luna Dragon Mac-Williams
Published on SWWIM Every Day
Bio: Luna Dragon Mac-Williams is a playwright, poet, actor, dancer, jeweler, editor, educator,
and undergraduate student at Wesleyan University. She is a proud Chicagoan, born and raised.
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Her one-act play, “Good Strong Coffee,” premiered at Chicago Dramatists through Pegasus
Theater in winter 2018. She has recently been published in Ariel’s Dream. She believes in sweet
coffee, wishing at 11:11, and helping youth honor and share their personal narratives.
“The Last Music” Prompt: Answer these questions. Be as specific as possible in your answers.
Then use some or all of the answers in a lyric or narrative poem.
1. What was the last piece of music you heard? (Title and artist)
2. What was the music played on or how was it played? (FM, satellite radio, DJ, cloud
service, live, through Zoom, etc.)
3. What kinds of instruments were used in the music?
4. What did you do physically when you heard the music?
5. What was your mood before you heard the music?
6. How did you feel during the music?
7. What was your mood after the music? Did anything change? If so, how and why?
8. Who played you the last piece of music you heard? Describe them. If you played the
music, describe yourself.
9. Besides the person who played you the music, was anyone else with you? If so, who?
Describe them.
10. Where were you when you heard the music?
11. What style of music was it?
12. What’s important about that style of music? Where does that kind of music come from?
Where did it originate? What is its history?
13. Do you like or dislike that style of music? Why or why not?
14. Did you want to hear that piece of music? Were your ears willing or unwilling to receive
the music?
15. Did the music have lyrics? If so, what are they about? (You don’t need to quote them but
can choose to paraphrase or use pieces of lines to avoid copyright issues.) What does the
music sound like onomatopoetically? (See: “A Poem for Ella Fitzgerald” by Sonia
Sanchez)
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*See more examples of “The Last Music” poems below: “A Poem in Which I Try to Express My
Glee at the Music My Friend Has Given Me” by Ross Gay; “Elegy” by Anne Stevenson; “The
Everyday Enchantment of Music” by Mark Strand; and “A Poem for Ella Fitzgerald” by Sonia
Sanchez

II. “Singing in the Voice of a Hurricane:” Equating music with language,
mood, character, and climate
Hurricanes with the Names of My Friends
I hover somewhere back behind
the map inside the skull that guides me
through these small streets
to dinner. Everybody in elegant clothes.
Resting in the air condition. It is inevitable
that we will each die in named storms,
that we will be blown against the walls
behind our faces. Sounds made from
the boxes in my friends’
throats. Be more like the doorway
to the restaurant, to hold and frame
these people. The beer Dan holds,
that weeps in Dan’s left palm.
Jane’s earrings shaped to look like birds.
The soft music, the fixtures.
Cities beneath serious rain. They have
brought out for us complimentary
orange drinks. Jeremy laughs until the joke
is well over, and the music is so low
it is done. We are disappearing into
the map’s folds. Small birds. Smaller ones.

By Jonathan Aprea
Published in Guernica
Listen to it: https://www.guernicamag.com/hurricanes-with-the-names-of-my-friends/
Bio: Jonathan Aprea is a writer living in New York City. His chapbook Dyson Poems was
published by Monster House Press in 2018. His poems have appeared in the Atlas
Review, Prelude Magazine, Newest York, and elsewhere. You can find him on the web at
jonathanaprea.com.
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“Singing in the Voice of a Hurricane” Prompt: Every hurricane has a name and, it can be
argued, a different character. Research the names of hurricanes and choose one to write a lyric or
narrative poem about in first, second, or third person. (You can also write a prose poem or a
chant; see more examples.) What did it do? Where did it go? When it made landfall, what
happened? The hurricane is the main character, and you’re talking to it, you’re speaking its
language, and you’re telling its stories. Don’t forget to use musical diction, imagery, and
rhetorical devices.
**See more examples of “Singing in the Voice of a Hurricane” poems below: “Dialect of
Hurricanes” by Frankétienne, translated by André Naffis-Sahely; “Chant for a Hurricane” by
John Barr; “The Guitar” by Federico García Lorca; “Latin & Soul” by Victor Hernández Cruz;
“Storm Ending” by Jean Toomer; “There came a Wind like a bugle” by Emily Dickinson

III. “Praise the Darkness:” Equating music with illness, immigration, and
recovery
Leaving Early
My Love,
tonight Fionnuala is your nurse.
You’ll hear her voice sing-song around the ward
lifting a wing at the shore of your darkness.
I heard that, in another life, she too journeyed
through a storm, a kind of curse, with the ocean
rising darkly around her, fierce with cold,
and no resting place, only the frozen
rocks that tore her feet, the light on her shoulders.
And no cure there but to wait it out.
If, while I’m gone, your fever comes down—
if the small, salt-laden shapes of her song
appear as a first glimmer of earth-light,
follow the sweet, hopeful voice of that landing.
She will keep you safe beneath her wing.
By Leanne O’Sullivan
From PoetryFoundation.org
Bio: Leanne O’Sullivan has published three collections from Bloodaxe Books, The Mining
Road (2013), Cailleach: The Hag of Beara (2009), and Waiting for My Clothes (2004).
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“Praise the Darkness” Prompt: In contemporary poetry, a praise poem or an ode often
celebrates an ordinary object as opposed to an exalted one. This exercise calls for writing a poem
of praise, love, or appreciation to COVID, coronavirus, doctors or nurses, hospitals, quarantine
or lockdown – anything to do with the pandemic. It may sound odd to want to praise illness,
surgery, or an accident. But the juxtaposition of unlikely things often reveals great insight, and
becomes moments of true teaching. Don’t forget to use musical diction, imagery, and rhetorical
devices.
***See more examples of “Praise the Darkness” poems below: “In the Coma” by Robert Pinsky;
“Mother’s Day” by Dorianne Laux; “Learning to Mourn” by Robert Winner; and “In Your
Sleep” by Leanne O’Sullivan

Sample/Example Poems:
*A Poem in Which I Try to Express My Glee at the Music My Friend Has
Given Me
—for Patrick Rosal
Because I must not
get up to throw down in a café in the Midwest,
I hold something like a clownfaced herd
of bareback and winged elephants
stomping in my chest,
I hold a thousand
kites in a field loosed from their tethers
at once, I feel
my skeleton losing track
somewhat of the science I’ve made of tamp,
feel it rising up shriek and groove,
rising up a river guzzling a monsoon,
not to mention the butterflies
of the loins, the hummingbirds
of the loins, the thousand
dromedaries of the loins, oh body
of sunburst, body
of larkspur and honeysuckle and honeysuccor
bloom, body of treetop holler,
oh lightspeed body
of gasp and systole, the mandible’s ramble,
the clavicle swoon, the spine’s
trillion teeth oh, drift
of hip oh, trill of ribs,
oh synaptic clamor and juggernaut
swell oh gutracket
5

blastoff and sugartongue
syntax oh throb and pulse and rivulet
swing and glottal thing
and kick-start heart and heel-toe heart
ooh ooh ooh a bullfight
where the bull might
take flight and win!
By Ross Gay

*Elegy
Whenever my father was left with nothing to do —
waiting for someone to ‘get ready’,
or facing the gap between graduate seminars
and dull after-suppers in his study
grading papers or writing a review —
he played the piano.
I think of him packing his lifespan
carefully, like a good leather briefcase,
each irritating chore wrapped in floating passages
for the left hand and right hand
by Chopin or difficult Schumann;
nothing inside it ever rattled loose.
Not rationalism, though you could cut your tongue
on the blade of his reasonable logic.
Only at the piano did he become
the bowed, reverent, wholly absorbed Romantic.
The theme of his heroic, unfinished piano sonata
could have been Brahms.
Boredom, or what he disapproved of as
‘sitting around with your mouth open’
oddly pursued him. He had small stamina.
Whenever he succumbed to bouts of winter bronchitis,
the house sank a little into its snowed-up garden,
missing its musical swim-bladder.
None of this suggests how natural he was.
For years I thought fathers played the piano
just as dogs barked and babies grew.
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We children ran in and out of the house,
taking for granted that the ‘Trout’ or E flat Major Impromptu
would be rippling around us.
For him, I think, playing was solo flying, a bliss
of removal, of being alone.
Not happily always; never an escape,
for he was affectionate, and the household hum
he pretended to find trivial or ridiculous
daily sustained him.
When he talked about music, it was never
of the lachrimae rerum
that trembled from his drawn-out phrasing
as raindrops phrase themselves along a wire;
no, he defended movable doh or explained the amazing
physics of the octave.
We’d come in from school and find him
cross-legged on the jungle of the floor,
guts from one of his Steinways strewn about him.
He always got the pieces back in place.
I remember the yellow covers of Schirmer’s Editions
and the bound Peters Editions in the bookcase.
When he defected to the cello in later years
Grandmother, in excrucio, mildly exclaimed,
‘Wasn’t it lovely when Steve liked to play the piano.’
Now I’m the grandmother listening to Steve at the piano.
Lightly, in strains from Brahms-Haydn variations,
his audible image returns to my humming ears.
By Anne Stevenson

*The Everyday Enchantment of Music
A rough sound was polished until it became a smoother sound, which was polished until it
became music. Then the music was polished until it became the memory of a night in Venice
when tears of the sea fell from the Bridge of Sighs, which in turn was polished until it ceased to
be and in its place stood the empty home of a heart in trouble. Then suddenly there was sun and
the music came back and traffic was moving and off in the distance, at the edge of the city, a
long line of clouds appeared, and there was thunder, which, however menacing, would become
music, and the memory of what happened after Venice would begin, and what happened after the
home of the troubled heart broke in two would also begin.
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By Mark Strand

*A Poem for Ella Fitzgerald
when she came on the stage, this Ella
there were rumors of hurricanes and
over the rooftops of concert stages
the moon turned red in the sky,
it was Ella, Ella.
queen Ella had come
and words spilled out
leaving a trail of witnesses smiling
amen—amen—a woman—a woman.
she began
this three agèd woman
nightingales in her throat
and squads of horns came out
to greet her.
streams of violins and pianos
splashed their welcome
and our stained glass silences
our braided spaces
unraveled
opened up
said who’s that coming?
who’s that knocking at the door?
whose voice lingers on
that stage gone mad with
perdido. perdido. perdido.
i lost my heart in toledooooooo.
whose voice is climbing
up this morning chimney
smoking with life
carrying her basket of words
a tisket a tasket
my little yellow
basket—i wrote a
letter to my mom and
on the way i dropped it—
was it red…no no no no
was it green…no no no no
was it blue…no no no no
8

just a little yellow
voice rescuing razor thin lyrics
from hopscotching dreams.
we first watched her navigating
an apollo stage amid high-stepping
yellow legs
we watched her watching us
shiny and pure woman
sugar and spice woman
her voice a nun’s whisper
her voice pouring out
guitar thickened blues,
her voice a faraway horn
questioning the wind,
and she became Ella,
first lady of tongues
Ella cruising our veins
voice walking on water
crossed in prayer,
she became holy
a thousand sermons
concealed in her bones
as she raised them in a
symphonic shudder
carrying our sighs into
her bloodstream.
this voice, chasing the
morning waves,
this Ella-tonian voice soft
like four layers of lace.
when i die Ella
tell the whole joint
please, please don’t talk
about me when i’m gone…
i remember waiting one nite for her appearance
audience impatient at the lateness
of musicians,
i remember it was april
and the flowers ran yellow
the sun downpoured yellow butterflies
and the day was yellow and silent
all of spring held us
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in a single drop of blood.
when she appeared on stage
she became Nut arching over us
feet and hands placed on the stage
music flowing from her breasts
she swallowed the sun
sang confessions from the evening stars
made earth divulge her secrets
gave birth to skies in her song
remade the insistent air
and we became anointed found
inside her bop
bop bop dowa
bop bop doowaaa
bop bop dooooowaaaa
Lady. Lady. Lady.
be good. be good
to me.
to you.
to us all
cuz we just some lonesome babes
in the woods
hey lady. sweetellalady
Lady. Lady. Lady. be gooooood
ELLA ELLA ELLALADY
be good
gooooood
goooooood…
By Sonia Sanchez

**Chant for a Hurricane
Birds have left without a song.
Morning light looks yellow and wrong.
Airports close, so does the town.
Winds pick up, trees blow down.
Radios go on and on.
Churches fill, church bells bong.
The people are listening, listening.
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Born in a land Saharas away
Crossing an ocean to have its say
Crashing through town like a runaway train
Oh Breaker of Nations rain us your rain
Wind us your winds—of course we’ll complain.
But leave us alive with reason to sing
When you are done chastening, chastening.
By John Barr
Listen to it: https://www.johnbarrpoetry.com/natural-wonders/chant-for-a-hurricane/

**Dialect of Hurricanes
Every day I use the dialect of lunatic hurricanes.
I speak the madness of clashing winds.
Every evening I use the patois of furious rains.
I speak the fury of waters in flood.
Every night I talk to the Caribbean islands in the tongue of hysterical storms. I speak the
hysteria of the rutting sea.
Dialect of hurricanes. Patois of rains. Language of tempests. Unravelling of the spiraling
life.
Fundamentally, life is tension. Towards something. Towards someone. Towards oneself.
Towards the point of maturity where the old and the new, death and birth untangle. And every
being is realized in part in the search for its double, a search which may, in a sense, merge with
the intensity of a need, a desire, and an infinite quest.
Dogs pass by - I've always been obsessed with strays - they yap at the shadow of the
woman I'm pursuing. At the image of the man I'm looking for. At my double. At the hubbub of
fleeing voices. For so many years. Feels like thirty centuries.
The woman's gone, without a fanfare. Along with my discordant heart. The man never
even offered me his hand. My double is always at my heels. And the unhinged throats of night
dogs howl with the cacophony of a busted accordion.
It's then I become a storm of words bursting the hypocrisy of clouds and the falseness of
silence. Rivers. Storms. Lightning. Mountains. Trees. Lights. Rains. Savage oceans. Take me to
the frenzied core of your articulation. Take me! Just a hint of clarity would give me a living
chance. Would let me accept life. Tension. The inexorable law of growth. Osmosis and
symbiosis. Take me! The sound of a step, a glance, a touching voice would be enough for me to
live happy in the hope that awakening is still possible among humans. Take me! It wouldn't take
much for me to speak the sap that flows through the core of the cosmos in motion.
Dialect of hurricanes. Patois of rains. Languages of storms. I speak the unravelling of the
spiraling life.
By Frankétienne, translated by André Naffis-Sahely
Published on https://www.poetrytranslation.org/poems/dialect-of-hurricanes/original
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**The Guitar
The weeping of the guitar
begins.
The goblets of dawn
are smashed.
The weeping of the guitar
begins.
Useless
to silence it.
Impossible
to silence it.
It weeps monotonously
as water weeps
as the wind weeps
over snowfields.
Impossible
to silence it.
It weeps for distant
things.
Hot southern sands
yearning for white camellias.
Weeps arrow without target
evening without morning
and the first dead bird
on the branch.
Oh, guitar!
Heart mortally wounded
by five swords.
By Federico García Lorca

**Latin & Soul

1
some waves
a wave of now
a trombone speaking to you
a piano is trying to break a molecule
is trying to lift the stage into orbit
around the red spotlights
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a shadow
the shadows of dancers
dancers they are dancing falling
out that space made for dancing
they should dance
on the tables they should
dance inside of their drinks
they should dance on the
ceiling they should dance/dance
thru universes
leaning-moving
we are traveling
where are we going
if we only knew
with this rhythm with
this banging with fire
with this all this O
my god i wonder where are
we going
sink into a room full of laughter
full of happiness full of life
those dancers
the dancers
are clapping their hands
stomping their feet
hold back them tears
all those sentimental stories
cooked uptown if you can hold it for after
we are going
away-away-away
beyond these wooden tables
beyond these red lights
beyond these rugs & paper
walls beyond way past
i mean way past them clouds
over the buildings over the
rivers over towns over cities
like on rails but faster like
a train but smoother
13

away past stars
bursting with drums.
2
a sudden misunderstanding
a cloud
full of grayness
a body thru a store window
a hand reaching
into the back
pocket
a scream
a piano is talking to you
thru all this
why don’t you answer it.
By Victor Hernández Cruz

**Storm Ending
Thunder blossoms gorgeously above our heads,
Great, hollow, bell-like flowers,
Rumbling in the wind,
Stretching clappers to strike our ears . . .
Full-lipped flowers
Bitten by the sun
Bleeding rain
Dripping rain like golden honey—
And the sweet earth flying from the thunder.

By Jean Toomer

**There came a Wind like a bugle
There came a Wind like a bugle—
It quivered through the Grass,
And a Green Chill upon the heat
So ominous did pass
We barred the Windows and the Doors
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As from an Emerald Ghost—
The Doom's Electric Moccasin
That very instant passed—
On a strange Mob of panting trees,
And Fences fled away,
And Rivers where the Houses ran
Those looked that lived—that day—
The Bell within the steeple wild
The flying tidings told—
How much can come
And much can go,
And yet abide the World!
By Emily Dickinson

***In the Coma
My friend was in a coma, so I dove
Deep into his brain to word him back. I tried
To sing Hallelujah, I Just Love Her So in
Ray Charles’s voice. Of course the silence grew.
I couldn’t sing the alphabet song. My voice
Couldn’t say words I knew: Because I Could
Not Stop for Death, He Kindly Stopped for Me.
I couldn’t remember the Dodgers and the Giants.
I tried to tell the stories that he and I
Studied when we were young. It was confused,
The Invisible Man was laughing at how a man
Felt History jump out of his thick fair head
And beat him half to death, as being the nightmare
Out of which Isaac Babel tried to awake.
The quiet. Next time won’t you sing with me.
Those great diminished chords: A girl I know.
The cold of the coma, lightless. The ocean floor.
I struggled to tell things back from decades gone.
The mournful American soldier testifying
About My Lai: I shot the older lady.
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Viola Liuzzo, Spiro Agnew, Jim Jones.
And by the time I count from one to four
I hear her knocking. Quiet of the deep,
Our mouths are open but we cannot sing.
By Robert Pinsky

***Mother's Day
I passed through the narrow hills
of my mother's hips one cold morning
and never looked back, until now, clipping
her tough toenails, sitting on the bed's edge
combing out the tuft of hair at the crown
where it ratted up while she slept, her thumbs
locked into her fists, a gesture as old
as she is, her blanched knees fallen together
beneath a blue nightgown. The stroke
took whole pages of words, random years
torn from the calendar, the names of roses
leaning over her driveway: Cadenza,
Great Western, American Beauty. She can't
think, can't drink her morning tea, do her
crossword puzzle in ink. She's afraid
of everything, the sound of the front door
opening, light falling through the blinds—
pulls her legs up so the bright bars
won't touch her feet. I help her
with the buttons on her sweater. She looks
hard at me and says the word sleeve.
Exactly, I tell her and her face relaxes
for the first time in days. I lie down
next to her on the flowered sheets and tell her
a story about the day she was born, head
first into a hard world: the Great Depression,
shanties, Hoovervilles, railroads and unions.
I tell her about Amelia Earhart and she asks
Air? and points to the ceiling. Asks Heart?
and points to her chest. Yes, I say. I sing
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Cole Porter songs. Brother, Can You Spare
a Dime? When I recite lines from Gone
with the Wind she sits up and says Potatoes!
and I say, Right again. I read her Sandburg,
some Frost, and she closes her eyes. I say yes,
yes, and tuck her in. It's summer. She's tired.
No one knows where she's been.
By Dorianne Laux
From PoetryFoundation.org

***Learning to Mourn (CW: Curse word)
I'm an inexperienced mourner
I don't even know how to begin
to cry out like that old man
wailing in the next hospital room—
oi vay, oi vay—his two sounds
beating against the wall.
He makes me squirm
but I get his message better than my own.
How can I free myself like him?
How can I know my place as he does,
know how little I am?
How can I mourn, the cheep of a trapped bird
crying out violent sorrow?
Old man, teach me.
Help me reach the bowels of my cry
and bring it up, coarse, rasping.
Teach me to be disgusting.
Help me to exile myself from all
the populations of eyes and ears.
Teach me to live in that country
where no one else is, where I can
bash to pieces my good breeding,
my priests and pillars
—no illusions, the self wiped out,
unable to see or hear or understand.
Old man—lying in your shit—
you've let the angel of death from your mouth.
One minute of your unforgiving protest
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is like true song: reckless, fatal singing,
song that is not victorious, not even consoling,
merely a sound you have to make.
By Robert Winner
From PoetryFoundation.org

***In Your Sleep
After “The Lark Ascending” by Ralph Vaughan Williams

The moment the lark finally vanishes
into the spread green sky of the forest
is the moment you suddenly lift
your bruised arm up, over your body,
as though to show me the wing’s eclipse,
or the wing, or the season of your dream.
And even as your hand lapses silent
onto your chest, and your breath goes
sluggish, I am already watching your feet
prepare their slow first step under the sheet
as the last notes of sunlight fall quiet,
and you do not move again. My love,
are you a bird reviving in a summer field?
Was it the lark ascending that you heard,
a ghost among its shy-hearted tunes?
Yes. I heard the lark escaping, too.
By Leanne O’Sullivan
From PoetryFoundation.org
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Poetry Terminology
Many of these definitions are edited from https://poetryarchive.org/glossary
Chant: The chant poem is about as old as poetry itself. In fact, it may be the first form poetry
took. Chant poems simply incorporate rhymes or repetitive lines. Each line can repeat, or every
other line. It's easy to find many poetic forms that incorporate chanting with the use of a refrain.
Chant poems are fine for people of all ages to write. Within the form's flexible constraints, any
degree of sophistication or simplicity can operate. A good approach is to write the
words repeating and changing on the board and let students know that these are the keys.
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/articles/70244/learning-the-chant-poem
Diction: Diction is a poet's distinctive vocabulary choices and style of expression.
Enjambment: Enjambment is the continuation of a sentence or clause over a line-break without
punctuation.
End-stop: End-stop lines end in punctuation.
Note: If a poet allows all the sentences of a poem to end in punctuation, a kind of
deadening can happen in the ear, the eye, and in the brain too. Enjambment is one way of
creating visual as well as audible interest, as it keeps the eye moving.
Line: A line is a subdivision of a poem, specifically a group of words arranged into a row that
ends for a reason other than the right-hand margin. This reason could be that the lines are
arranged to have a certain number of syllables, a certain number of stresses, or of metrical feet; it
could be that they are arranged so that they rhyme, whether they be of equal length or not. In free
verse, many poets like to think of a line as a specific unit of thought, or the amount of words in a
breath. But it is important to remember that the poet has chosen to make the line a certain length,
or to make the line-break at a certain point.
Line-break: Where a reader has to turn back to the start of the next line. This was known in Latin
as the versus, which translates as "turn", and it is where the modern English term "verse" comes
from. It is one of the strongest points of a line, which means that words that fall at the end of a
line seem more important to a reader (an effect that rhyme can intensify); other strong points are
the start of a line, and either side of a caesura (a pause). Note: There are two kinds of linebreaks—enjambment and end-stop.
Lyric poem: A lyric poem does not tell a story. It allows the speaker or narrator of the poem to
either express their feelings, philosophical concerns, and emotions, frequently in first person.
Narrative poem: Narrative poetry is a form of poetry that tells a story, often making the voices of
a narrator and characters as well; The poems that make up this genre may be short or long; they
may rhyme or not rhyme; and the story it relates to may be simple or complex.

Praise poem: Praise poetry can be found in many cultures, but the most familiar is from the West
African tradition of oral poetry. These poems began typically as oral poems that were either sung
or chanted. A praise poem is a tribute; it not only defines but names an individual.
Prose poem: A prose poem is a poem that does not use line breaks. This still allows the poet to
use alliteration, metaphor, ambiguity, personification, and many other poetic techniques, but it
can still be strange to see a poem that goes all the way to the right-hand margin. One thing that
may differentiate a prose poem from a very short story is that the latter will have a stronger
preference for narrative than the former, but this is very much debatable.
Ode: An ode is a lyric poem, usually addressing or praising a particular person or thing. It
originated in Ancient Greece, and the Pindaric ode (so-called because it was written by the
Theban poet Pindar, 518 ? 442 BC) was based on a pattern of three stanzas called the strophe,
antistrophe and epode. It was performed by a chorus, which walked along one side of the
orchestra chanting the strophe and down the other side chanting the antistrophe, then came to a
standstill before the audience and chanted the epode. This performance was repeated with each
set of three stanzas. The Horatian ode (invented by the Latin poet Horace in about 65 BC) was
adopted in the early 19th century by John Keats for one of his most famous poems, 'Ode to a
Nightingale'. Many modern odes, however, are irregular in form, and do not have a fixed meter
or rhyme scheme.
Stanza: A stanza is a group of lines within a poem; the blank line between stanzas is known as a
stanza break. Like lines, there is no set length to a stanza or an insistence that all stanzas within a
poem need be the same length. However, there are names for stanzas of certain lengths: two-line
stanzas are couplets; three-lines, tercets; four-lines, quatrains. Whether regular or not, the visual
effect and, sometimes, the aural effect is one of uniting the sense of the stanza into one group, so
poets can either let their sentences fit neatly within these groups, or create flow and tension by
enjambing across the stanza breaks.
Syntax: Syntax refers to word order, and the way in which it works with grammatical structures.
As we are used to hearing things in certain orders, the effect of breaking with normal syntax is to
draw attention to what is being said and the way it is said. Some poets will also deliberately
fracture syntax beyond what is considered grammatically correct, which demands a lot of
attention, but aims to repay this attention by revealing things that cannot be said within the habits
of thought that grammatical language maintains.

From The Open Notebook
The Story Behind the Best Science Stories

Writing Your Disability or Chronic
Illness
October 29, 2019 Kate Horowitz

Link to the article: https://www.theopennotebook.com/2019/10/29/writing-your-disability-orchronic-illness/
Excerpts:
“To write about a body is to expose it. This is, of course, part of the reason we do it: to lay
bare the experience, to enlist witnesses, to find connection. But this exposure is not without
risks. The question of whether a writer should publish work about their own disability or
chronic illness is as complex as it is personal.”
“No one can predict how a work of literature will land on its readers. But disabled and
chronically ill people who choose to write about themselves should be prepared for a range
of reactions. And because the subject of the material is the body, these reactions will feel
especially personal. Suddenly, a lot of people will have opinions about a writer’s body, the
way they relate to it, and the way they care for it.”

“Loved ones will also have their own opinions. Many writers considering a first-person
disability or illness story grapple with an immense question: “What if my family hates it?”
The answer may be, “Be thoughtful, but write it anyway.”

“The risks—legal, financial, professional, personal—of vulnerable, body-centered writing
are significant. But for those who choose to take up this important work, the rewards ripple
onward and onward, inward and outward… Writers may find that sharing their disability
experience initiates them into communities they might never have discovered otherwise.”
Questions, Vocabulary, Editing Advice from the Article:

Questions to Ask Yourself
Why do I want to—or need to—write this story?
How might publishing this information affect me financially or professionally?
How might this story’s publication affect my personal relationships? Are there conversations I
need to have with loved ones or family before publishing this work?

Is there anyone who I would not want reading this? (Assume that, if you publish, this person will
read it.) Are there steps I can take while writing or during pre-publication to reduce the harm or
conflict that could result? If not, am I willing to accept this risk?
Do I have tools to manage the emotional labor that may accompany this experience? Do I feel
supported by my loved ones, my editor, and my community?
Am I ready to share this part of myself with the world? Do I need to publish this, or is writing it
the most important thing?

Knowing Your Worth
Some of the risks of writing about your disability or chronic illness can be mitigated through
thoughtful, self-protective action and communication. Here are a few more pointers from Brown
and smith:
Say “no.” “Don’t do anything that makes you uncomfortable,” smith says. One of the most
frequent questions they get from other writers is, “My editor wants me to do something I don’t
want to do. What do I do?” “Don’t do it,” smith says. “It’s like buying a car: Always be prepared
to walk away.”
Push back. Editing should be a collaboration, Brown says. “It’s scary to push back on edits. But
it gets easier after the first couple of times you do it. If you’re not satisfied with something, it’s
better to tell them than to let it go out into the world.”
Negotiate. It can feel strange to try to negotiate a fee for deeply personal work—but it is still
work. “Given that there is no ethical anything under capitalism and you need to pay rent
somehow,” smith says, “ask for more money.”
Recognize your own value. “You’re not disposable commodities,” smith says. “You’re human
beings. Even if you have never written an essay before in your life, you still have value and you
are bringing something to that editor that the editor wants.”
Branch out. “Don’t think that you have to tell stories you’re not comfortable telling or ready to
tell just for a byline,” Brown says. “Don’t think you need to exploit yourself or relive your
traumas. Remember that you have stories to tell, and whether that’s about disability, or music, or
pop culture, those stories are valid.” Smith concurs: “Sometimes you just want to write about
waffles, and that’s okay.”

Editing Disabled Writers

Soliciting pitches from disabled writers is a good start, but it is not sufficient to create or
maintain an inclusive newsroom. I asked my sources what they need from editors in order
to succeed. Here’s what they said:
Recognize that disability is not a monolith. No disabled person is the expert on every
disability—or disabled person’s experience. Encourage writers to stay in their lanes. If the
disabled writer you had in mind isn’t the right person for the job, find another one. There
are a lot of us, and most of us need work.
Check your assumptions. Be open-minded when a writer requests accommodations or
amendments to protocol, as many standard journalistic practices can present barriers to
disabled writers’ success. On-site events; public buildings; telephone interviews; typing;
transcribing; websites; and audio, video, and image files can all be, and often
are, inaccessible.
Be humble and willing to learn. Trust that each writer is an expert on their own identity.
Don’t change a writer’s identity-first language (“disabled person”) to person-first (“person
with a disability”), even if that’s what you were taught to do. “Editors have been most
supportive by allowing me to write about my own experience by using my own language,”
Wang writes.
Don’t expect writers to be your teachers. “Do your own research,” Brown says. Don’t ask
writers to perform additional labor by answering disability-related questions you could
Google. Like many marginalized people, disabled writers are often expected to educate
those around them. Don’t contribute to this burden.
Watch your own language. Read up on the basics of ableist language. Practice replacing
problematic, overused words with interesting synonyms. Double-check your emails and
comments. Pay special attention to pleasantries; seemingly innocuous conversational filler
(“Sorry, this week’s been cr*zy!”) can actually be quite harmful. Don’t be like the person who
began an email about my incapacitating, incurable illness with, “Hope you’re well!”
Respect boundaries. Disabled people are subject to frequent violation of their
bodies, personal space, and agency. Don’t push a writer to disclose more than they’re
comfortable disclosing, and don’t ask, as smith puts it, for “more pain on the page.”
Back your writers up. Marginalized people experience a disproportionate amount of
harassment on- and offline, even when not recounting vulnerable, intimate stories. Ensure
that writers know you will support them even after their stories are published.
Tune in. Follow disabled writers on social media. Read their work, but also their tweets;
informal platforms like Twitter can provide both a sophisticated free education and important
insights into disabled people’s daily lived experience. #DisabledWriters and #CripLit are
good starting points.

There is so much happening all around us right now. We miss our loved ones, our friends, and our
“normal” way of life. And hopefully, we’ll return… sooner than later. With these things in mind, we
wanted to take this moment to simply check-in with you all & allow you space to process how
you’re doing… but in a fun, creative writing exercise.
(Thanks to Najee Omar for allowing us to adapt this activity)
Here’s how it will go:
Step 1
Read my check-in statuses below. These are the pieces we shared in the video and are here to give
you an example of what you will do a bit further down. Take your time and enjoy the space to
check-in with yourself.

How’s that for a check-in?
I was sick with COVID 19
I am thankful to feel strong again.
I am thinking about my daughter who is 8 years old. I have not seen her for over 3 weeks.
I am going to see her tonight and that makes me so happy.
I am going to read to her tonight and I can’t wait.
I have taken
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I am thankful for that. I am thankful to feel my chest exp

d

and to

exhale and feel a little calmer
Someone told me to call a friend every day to talk for at least 30 minutes. That has felt really good.
I am looking forward to giving my daughter the biggest hug tonight!
My mother’s homecare worker is from Guyana, she is so sweet and loving. She is also a great cook
and she is making Chana Saag for me. That’s one of my favorite dishes, it's a dish from India with
wonderful spices.
I have been enjoying dancing with Grace to DJ’s on Instagram!
Grace and I did a performance from my home studio and it was broadcast by a theater and it felt so
good to perform even if we can’t leave our home.
I have been reading X-men house of X, playing spiderman on my PS 4, I love adventuring through a
virtual NYC and seeing it full of people, I have also been reading one of my favorite childhood books,
The Great Brain on facetime to my daughter.
I am rejecting stress, I am remembering to breathe, to be patient, to listen, and to be grateful for my
family and community who have been helping.
I am embracing staying connected even when we can’t connect in person. Zoom meetings, phone
calls, emails, facetime, carrier pigeons, we are going to stay in touch!
This is a global challenge, it is hard, it is scary but it also a reminder that we are all connected and
that we can all help keep each other
“How’s that for a check-in?”

Step 2: Your Turn!

1. After reading, use the guidelines below to create your very own check-in status.
2. Remember: You’ll need to write in full and complete sentences. When you’re done, it
should read like a full Facebook status from left to write.
3. Also, remember: these are just guides. The check-in is yours… and should sound like YOUR
VOICE.
4. Have fun with this exercise! This writing prompt is meant to be fun and give you space to
share where you are in this current moment. Enjoy!

Step 3: Guidelines:
1. First, share how you’re feeling and what’s immediately on your heart and mind. Leave
no detailed spared.
For example, I am feeling sad, frustrated, happy, and confused right now. I am thinking about my
family, my friends, and how much I miss them.

2. Then, share one thing that has happened every day since you’ve been home, describe it in
detail.
For example, I have played video games every day and that makes me feel like I can travel to other
worlds when I can’t leave home
or I talk to my best friend every day and they make me laugh.
3. Share some advice someone has given you during these strange times we’re living in. The
advice could be helpful or not.
For example, someone told me to call a friend every day to talk for at least 30 minutes. That has felt
really good.
4. Share one thing you’re looking forward to tonight.
For example, I am looking forward to seeing my favorite movie tonight or I am looking forward to
sleeping and having an adventure in my dream.
List a delicious meal you cooked or ate or are looking forward to eating.
For example, I can’t wait to eat the arroz con pollo that my mom is making tonight. It makes me
think of my family

5. Explain an activity you enjoy and have been enjoying with someone close to you. What is
this activity? How is it done? & what makes it so special?
For example, I have been cards with my family, we laugh cause my grandfather is always trying to
cheat
6. Say something surprising that will totally catch us off guard!
For example, I have been brushing my teeth four times a day or I have a new high score on Robloxs.
7. List three books/movies/albums/or TV shows you’re currently watching or listening to:
You got this one, no example needed :)
8. Share one thing you’re completely rejecting.

For example, I am rejecting stress about school right now. I am doing my best, but I won’t get
stressed.
9. Share one thing you’re embracing and supporting.
For example, I am embracing my mom who makes me feel safe.

10. Share a word of encouragement you would like to offer to whoever is reading this.
For example, whoever reads this, I hope you and your family are ok and stay strong!
11. End your check-in with the line: “How’s that for a check-in?”

